
 
24 July 2014 
 
Dear Friends, 
 
After almost three weeks of missile bombardments out here in Israel and especially since the ground 
offensive started, I thought that I would share a few points about the current “routine” at the 
hospital. 
As you know, both from our descriptions and your personal visits, the vast majority of our patients 
are totally dependent on the staff and families for all their needs. Whether on ventilators, bedridden 
or otherwise, there is currently nowhere for them to go in case of missile attacks. Thus they, their 
families and of course the staff are “sitting ducks” whenever there is a missile attack because we 
have not yet been able to complete the underground emergency hospital, designed and constructed 
for exactly this contingency.  
In addition we have just spent the last few days hurriedly rearranging things so as to make room for 
many additional, mostly ventilated, patients from other hospitals some of which, like Soroka hospital 
in Beer Sheva, are receiving casualties from the fighting in Gaza as well as civilians, so as to free up 
their beds and to enable them to receive the casualties there. We have just “hit” 26 children and 
babies in the children’s department – more than ever before (just to clarify – this is in 16 “nominal” 
beds…..).  If you have visited the unit recently and seen the crowding there under "normal" 
circumstances, you can imagine what it looks like now. We have had to discharge some other 
patients home, which is in itself a problem because the families in many cases have no one to care 
for them and in the case of an alert they also can’t run to a shelter. Were the new building finished 
already we would probably have room for all the patients but currently, unfortunately, this is not the 
case.  
All this is, of course, in addition to the tremendous work of the Trauma Center which is operating a 
"Hot line" for calls from all over as well as their teams "on the ground".  
Needless to say, but it bears mentioning, is that most of the staff have sons, daughters and other 
family members in the armed forces and thus their thoughts are not always focused solely on the 
hospital, with the radio and TV news announcements going all the time and of course in this day and 
age with all the social media sending out (sometimes very) inaccurate messages which cause cycles 
of distress.  
So, I think that the picture of “Herzog at war” is pretty clear. It is not glamourous but it is absolutely 
necessary and we are doing our utmost to cope. 
We thank you all for your ongoing support, which we do not take for granted, and look forward to 
greeting you here under "peaceful" circumstances. 
 
Yehezkel Caine 


